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Abstract: The study explored reasons for exercise as possible mediators of the relationship between
body appreciation and exercise avoidance motivation and between body surveillance and exer-
cise avoidance motivation. Using a cross-sectional design, 131 women with a body mass index
(BMI) of 25 or higher completed measures of body surveillance, body appreciation, reasons for
exercise, and exercise avoidance motivation. Mediation analyses indicated that appearance-oriented
reasons for exercise partially mediated the body surveillance–exercise avoidance motivation relation-
ship. Health and fitness professionals, organizations, and environments should avoid reinforcing
appearance-oriented reasons for exercise. Rather, empowering exercise experiences and environments
should be created as they seem to benefit women regardless of reasons for exercise.
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1. Introduction

Exercise environments may be unwelcoming for women whose bodies deviate from
size-normative standards of attractiveness, beauty, and the thin ideal [1,2]. Indeed, women
living in larger bodies report a desire to avoid physical activity and exercise [3] and face
many barriers to physical activity (e.g., apparel, stigma) [4–6]. Yet, not all actually avoid
exercise [2,7,8]. How women feel about their bodies and their exercise motives may play a
role. Reasons for exercising, often health- and appearance-oriented, seem to be associated
with different experiences in body image and psychological health. Among women living
in larger bodies, exercising for health-related reasons is related to higher levels of body
satisfaction [9], whereas appearance-oriented reasons are associated with lower levels of
body satisfaction, self-esteem, and body esteem [10–12]. This pattern of associations is not
unique to women living in larger bodies [13]. Because women living in larger bodies are
likely to encounter weight-related stigma and have reported the desire to avoid physical
activity, we were curious about how physically active women experience their bodies in
relationship to reasons for exercise and motivation to avoid exercise.

As a first step, we hypothesized that physically active women living in larger bodies
would experience some degree of motivation to avoid exercise. This hypothesis is justified
as previous research has documented positive associations between body mass index
(BMI) and motivation to avoid exercise [3]. We also expected that, in line with previous
research that has explored exercise behavior [14], women’s feelings about their bodies
would be associated with the extent to which they desire to avoid exercise. Specifically,
higher levels of body surveillance, or monitoring one’s body appearance with concerns
about how others are evaluating it, would be related to greater motivation to avoid exercise,
whereas higher levels of body appreciation would be related to less motivation to avoid
exercise. Finally, we hypothesized that women’s reasons for exercise would influence the
relationships between body surveillance and exercise avoidance motivation and between
body appreciation and exercise avoidance motivation. Below, we outline the theoretical
and empirical rationale for our hypotheses.
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To provide theoretical grounding for our work, we explored body surveillance, a key
construct from Objectification Theory [15]. Objectification Theory posits that women are
socialized to internalize a third-person perspective of their own body. Self-objectification
can result in frequent and pervasive monitoring of one’s body, or body surveillance.
Women who engage in body surveillance experience a host of negative psychological
and behavioral outcomes including body shame, appearance anxiety, disturbed eating
attitudes, and pathogenic weight control behaviors [16]. These outcomes are also commonly
reported among women who experience stigma stemming from pervasive anti-fat bias [17].
Body surveillance is associated with stronger appearance-related motives [13,14], however,
connections to exercise avoidance motivation have yet to be examined. Additionally,
Homan and Tylka, who have done work in this area, did not report participants’ body
mass index (BMI) or have screened out outliers with a high BMI [13,14], thus it is unknown
how these associations might reflect the experiences of women living in larger bodies.

Given limited research on body surveillance and exercise avoidance motivation to date
and the absence of women with larger bodies from samples, we wanted to explore how
experiences of body surveillance are related to motivation to avoid exercise and how rea-
sons for exercise, appearance- and health-oriented, might mediate that association among
women living in larger bodies. In particular, we were curious about the extent to which
appearance-oriented motives might strengthen associations between body surveillance and
motivation to avoid exercise and health-oriented motives might weaken that association.
Conceptually, it seems reasonable that women who are driven by appearance experience a
stronger connection between body surveillance and exercise avoidance motivation. That is,
women living in larger bodies who indicate a higher degree of monitoring and concern
about their body appearance yet are also motivated by appearance may experience dis-
sonance and have a stronger desire to avoid exercise. On the other hand, health motives
for exercise might buffer or lessen the association between surveillance and avoidance
motivation, thus acting as a possible protective mechanism. Because research in this area is
relatively limited, we view our work as a preliminary step toward building a clearer picture
of how women’s reasons for exercise interact with their experiences of body surveillance
and desire to avoid exercise.

More recently, researchers have moved beyond studying negative aspects of body
image, such as body surveillance, to focus on understanding positive feelings toward one’s
body [18]; thus, we sought to build upon that approach by also exploring body appreciation.
Body appreciation, unlike body surveillance, is associated with positive psychological and
behavioral experiences, including self-compassion [19] and intuitive eating [20]. Associa-
tions of body appreciation with exercise motives are not well understood. In a study of
college-age women, Homan and Tylka [14] found that body appreciation was not associ-
ated with appearance-oriented reasons for exercise; yet appearance motives moderated
the association between frequency of exercise and body appreciation. Health and fitness
motives were not assessed, and the BMI of participants was not reported. In 2015, Tylka
and Homan [13] reported that both appearance and functional motives for exercise were
associated with body appreciation; stronger appearance motives were negatively correlated
to body appreciation and higher functional motives were positively associated with body
appreciation.

The work by Homan and Tylka [13,14] provides us with an initial starting point; how-
ever, additional research is needed to better understand how reasons for exercise might
play a role in associations between body appreciation and exercise avoidance motivation,
particularly among women living in larger bodies. As such, we explored reasons for
exercise as potential mediators of the relationship between body appreciation and exer-
cise avoidance motivation. We were specifically interested in determining if appearance
motives might lessen associations between body appreciation and motivation to avoid
exercise as well as if health motives might increase the strength of association. We expect
that body appreciation will be negatively associated with exercise avoidance motivation
and we wonder if, for women who experience stronger appearance motives for exercise,
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that association is weaker than for women who have stronger health-related motives.
Because body appreciation is associated with a myriad of positive health outcomes (e.g.,
higher self-esteem, intrinsic motivation) [19,21], motives that might offset or strengthen
that benefit need to be understood and either limited or supported.

In this study, we sought to examine associations between reasons for exercise (appearance-
and health-oriented), motivation to avoid exercise, body surveillance, and body appreciation,
and explore reasons for exercise as possible mediators between body surveillance, body ap-
preciation, and exercise avoidance motivation. To summarize, we tested the following hy-
potheses:

Most physically active women living in larger bodies will experience some degree of
motivation to avoid exercise,

a. Body-related experiences, body surveillance and body appreciation, will be related
to motivation to avoid exercise,

b. Appearance-oriented reasons for exercise will mediate the association between body
surveillance and exercise avoidance motivation, and

c. Health-oriented reasons for exercise will mediate the association between body
appreciation and exercise avoidance motivation.

Because of our interest in understanding the experiences of women living in larger
bodies, we developed a purposeful sampling methodology, as outlined below.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants and Procedures

Participants were recruited through Qualtrics online sample panel services (https:
//www.qualtrics.com/research-services/online-sample/) as part of a larger study on
weight bias internalization and embodiment. Eligible participants were aged 18 or older,
identified as female, reported wearing clothing in a United States size 14 or larger [22],
and engaged in purposeful physical activity at least 2 days a week. To increase the likelihood
that participants were women living in larger bodies, only those with a body mass index
(BMI) of 25 or higher were included in the sample. In total, 131 women (Mage = 57.23,
SD = 15.70) were included, with most identifying as Caucasian (83.2%), African American
(9.2%), multi-ethnicity (4.6%), Hispanic (2.3%), and Native American (0.7%).

This study was approved by the [blank for review] Institutional Review Board (IRB)
(#18.145). Prior to beginning the survey, participants reviewed consent information; implied
consent was given by navigating to the first page of the survey. Participants completed a
series of quantitative measures that were presented in random order. Those who completed
the surveys received compensation from Qualtrics.

2.2. Measurement
2.2.1. Body Surveillance

The Body Surveillance subscale from the Objectified Body Consciousness Scale (BS-
OBC) measures body self-monitoring or consciously attending to one’s body [23]. The sub-
scale contains 8 items (e.g., “I think more about how my body feels than how my body
looks”) rated using a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). All but two items
are reverse scored, then averaged; lower scores indicate lower levels of body surveillance.
In a sample of women, Overstreet, Quinn, and Agocha [24] reported an internal consistency
of 0.89, which is consistent with the current study sample (α = 0.86).

2.2.2. Body Appreciation

The Body Appreciation Scale-2 (BAS-2) assesses the extent to which individuals hold
favorable opinions toward, accept, and respect their own body [25]. A 5-point scale
(1 = never, 5 = always) is used to indicate agreement with 10 statements (e.g., “I respect
my body”). Scores for this scale are calculated by averaging the responses of all items,
with higher scores reflecting greater body appreciation. Among a sample of women,

https://www.qualtrics.com/research-services/online-sample/
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O’Neill, Winter, and Pevehouse [26] found an internal consistency (α = 0.93) similar to that
of the current sample (α = 0.96).

2.2.3. Reasons for Exercise

Reasons for Exercise Inventory (REI) [27] assesses motives for engaging in exercise.
Individuals rate the importance of each of 24 statements (e.g., “To improve my cardiovascu-
lar fitness”, “To alter a specific area of my body”) on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all important,
7 = very important). Similar to the approach taken by others [9,12], we used two categories:
motives for improved appearance (8 items) and motives for health and fitness (8 items).
Scores for each subscale are calculated by averaging the items that pertain to that subscale;
higher scores indicate stronger endorsement of the reason for exercise. Vartanian et al. [12]
reported internal consistencies for the appearance motives (α = 0.78) and health and fitness
motives (α = 0.81) subscales. The internal consistencies for each subscale in the current
study sample were appearance (α = 0.93) and health and fitness (α = 0.92).

2.2.4. Exercise Avoidance Motivation

Exercise avoidance motivation is an individual’s desire to not engage in physical
activity. The construct was measured via 3 items from the Exercise Avoidance Motivation
scale (EAM) [28]. A 7-point scale (1 = not at all true, 7 = completely true) is used to rate
the extent to which each statement is true (e.g., “I am too embarrassed to participate in
physical activity in public places”). The average is taken as the scale score; higher scores
reflect greater motivation to avoid physical activity. Vartanian and Novak [28] found an
internal consistency of the original 8-item scale (α = 0.79) among a predominately female
sample; in the current study sample, α = 0.88.

2.3. Planned Analyses

Using SPSS 25 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) [29], analyses included de-
scriptive analyses, followed by correlational and mediation analyses. Missing data were
minimal and serial means were used for replacement. Two mediation analyses, utilizing
the PROCESS macro for SPSS [30], were completed to examine appearance motives and
health and fitness motives for exercise as possible mediators of the relationship between (a)
body surveillance and exercise avoidance motivation and between (b) body appreciation
and exercise avoidance motivation. The bootstrap sample was set to 5000 for bias-corrected
confidence intervals and the confidence interval was set to 95. In the first analysis, body
surveillance was entered as the predictor variable, exercise avoidance motivation as the
outcome, and appearance reasons and health and fitness reasons for exercise as mediators.
In the second analysis, body appreciation was entered as the predictor variable. In both
analyses, age, BMI, and race were entered as covariates.

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Findings

Descriptive statistics and correlations are reported in Table 1. Hypothesis a (partic-
ipants would experience some degree of exercise avoidance motivation) was supported
as the majority of participants reported some level of desire to avoid exercise. Of the
131 participants, only 22 indicated that they did not feel any exercise avoidance motiva-
tion whatsoever. Hypothesis b (women’s feelings about their bodies would be associated
with the extent to which they feel a desire to avoid exercise) was also supported. As ex-
pected, body surveillance was positively related to exercise avoidance motivation and body
appreciation was negatively related to exercise avoidance motivation.
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Table 1. Means, standard deviations, and correlations among study variables.

Measure M (SD) Body Surveillance Body Appreciation Appearance Motives Health Motives

Body Surveillance 3.72 (1.30)

Body Appreciation 3.36 (1.00) −0.60 **
(CI −0.73, −0.44)

Appearance
Motives 4.27 (1.56) 0.46 **

(CI 0.30, 0.61)
−0.17

(CI −0.22, 0.00)

Health Motives 5.46 (1.24) 0.05
(CI −0.13, 0.22)

0.17
(CI −0.01, 0.27)

0.58 **
(CI 0.43, 0.72)

Exercise Avoidance
Motivation 4.13 (2.08) 0.50 **

(CI 0.35, 0.65)
−0.50 **

(CI −0.69, −0.39)
0.32 **

(CI 0.16, 0.49)
−0.02

(CI −0.20, 0.15)

** p < 0.001. CI = confidence interval.

3.2. Mediational Findings

Hypothesis c (reasons for exercise would mediate the relationship between body
surveillance and exercise avoidance motivation) was partially supported (see Figure 1). The
indirect effect of body surveillance on exercise avoidance motivation through appearance
reasons for exercise, 0.24 (SE = 0.09), was significant (95% CI 0.07, 0.41). Health and fitness
reasons for exercise did not mediate the relationship between body surveillance and exer-
cise avoidance motivation, indirect effect −0.06 (SE = 0.05, 95% CI −0.16, 0.40). The direct
effect of body surveillance on exercise avoidance motivation remained significant in the
mediated model. Thus, appearance reasons for exercise partially mediated the association.
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In the body appreciation model (see Figure 2), hypothesis d (reasons for exercise would
mediate the relationship between body appreciation and exercise avoidance motivation)
was not supported. The direct effect of body appreciation on exercise avoidance motivation
was significant, −0.89 (SE = 0.17, 95% CI −1.22, −0.56), and not mediated by either
appearance reasons, indirect effect −0.13 (SE = 0.09, 95% CI −0.31, 0.06), or health and
fitness reasons for exercise, indirect effect −0.06 (SE = 0.06, 95% CI −0.21, 0.03). An effect
size of 0.55 was calculated using G*power post hoc analysis for both models.
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4. Discussion

The experiences of physically active women living in larger bodies are not well
understood. As expected, most of the women in our sample experienced some degree of
exercise avoidance motivation, yet still engaged in activity. Understanding what factors
and experiences may contribute to women’s activity despite feeling a desire to avoid it
provides a starting point for future research that can inform theory and practice. Women’s
feelings about their bodies were related to the degree to which they felt motivation to
avoid exercise, in line with our hypothesis. Women who engaged in body surveillance
had stronger motivation to avoid exercise, whereas women with higher levels of body
appreciation had lower motivation to avoid exercise. These findings, while not unique,
confirm previous research [3,19] and add to the knowledge base by including a sample of
women living in larger bodies.

In exploring reasons for exercise as potential mediators between body surveillance,
body appreciation, and exercise avoidance motivation, our results indicated only that
appearance-oriented reasons for exercise partially mediated the relationship between
body surveillance and exercise avoidance motivation. The current results align with the
tenants of Objectification Theory [15]. In a culture that tends to objectify women [15],
it is not surprising that the connection between body surveillance and exercise avoidance
motivation may be intensified among women who value, and are motivated by, appearance.
Women of all shapes and sizes are socialized to see the body as infinitely malleable via hard
work and self-discipline [31,32]; yet the reality is that very few women are able to conform
to narrow conceptualizations of the socially idealized physique. Thus, feelings of personal
failure often accompany women’s experiences related to exercise and weight control [33],
and may contribute to a cycle of body surveillance and motivation to avoid exercise.
Research is needed to determine if and how such a cycle might function, particularly
among women living in larger bodies. Evidence suggests that a focus on appearance
motives for exercise should be avoided [34,35]. Although this recommendation is not novel,
it does reinforce an important point; that is, that a focus on appearance within exercise and
fitness settings is likely to do harm and should be avoided. This point is particularly salient
given that weight loss and attaining an attractive, ‘fit’ appearance via exercise are often
marketed to women, especially women who live in bodies that do not align with the thin
ideal [36].

Body appreciation, on the other hand, may have potential benefits for women living
in larger bodies regardless of reasons for exercise. Additional research is needed to further
document this pattern of associations; however, physical activity, particularly when body
appreciation is emphasized, seems to have potential for supporting and fostering physical
and mental health. Greenleaf and Hauff [37] suggest that through participation in mindful
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physical activities, girls and women have opportunity to have agency, engage in self-care,
and push back against objectification. It seems reasonable to expect that these experiences
and benefits can also be attained by women living in larger bodies. As fat activists and
advocates [38,39], along with leaders in weight neutral approaches to health [40], push back
against dominant sociocultural beliefs about exercise for appearance and weight control,
there is opportunity for messaging and practices related to body acceptance and appreci-
ation to gain more widespread footing. Researchers and health practitioners are leading
the movement toward more empowering and accepting exercise and physical activity
experiences for women of all shapes and sizes [41,42].

5. Conclusions

Taken together, the current study findings suggest that exercise and health profes-
sionals should avoid focusing on appearance-based reasons for exercise when working
with women living in larger bodies. As our results indicate, exercising for appearance
reasons may strengthen the association between body surveillance, a common experience
in exercise settings, and motivation to avoid exercise. Instead, creating exercise climates
that facilitate body acceptance and appreciation may go a long way toward helping women
of all shapes and sizes engage in activity. Indeed, our study findings indicate that body
appreciation, regardless of exercise motives, is associated with less motivation to try to
avoid exercise.

In interpreting the results of this study, recognizing the study limitations is useful.
First, the cross-sectional design does not allow for determination of causal order. Additional
research is needed to determine the temporal nature of the associations explored in the
current study, as such determination could better guide future interventions and program-
ming. Second, the participants were recruited by an online survey service (i.e., Qualtrics)
and may not be fully representative of the general population. As research in this area
moves forward, examining sociodemographic and cultural diversity will be important to
more accurately reflect the broad range of women’s experiences. Finally, as an exploratory
study, only a limited set of psychological constructs were included; future work will likely
need to address a wider array of theoretically grounded constructs, such as body shame,
self-compassion, and embodiment. The current work serves as a building block for future
research that is needed to determine if and how de-emphasizing appearance and empha-
sizing health motives for exercise may contribute to a lessening of motivation to avoid
exercise by offsetting the negative influence of body surveillance and strengthening the
positive influence of body appreciation.
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